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INTRODUCTION
No longer is it a dream, a potential to be realized at
sorae distant point in the future. Television is here, and
with it all the problems, implications, and changes which
can result.
The American public, as a whole, has welcomed television
with open arms, a Tact which is substantiated by the high
percentage of set ownership and the record of cver-grov.ing
sales. Still, there are some who have not yet placed tele-
vision alongside of the telephone, electric light, and auto-
mobile; they want more assurance of its value to their
lives
.
It has been said that the advent of the automobile broke
up the home, that television is reestablishing those home
ties. There are, however, those who question whether a family,
grouped in silence around a television set, is in any true
sense favorably affected in terms of family relations. There
are those who wonder if it is desirable recreation, or if it
is stifling the more constructive recreational interests.
The concern of the American public is television's effect
upon the family, of the possible controls of such a device.
Television: servant or master of the family?
Tlie Problem
Statement of the Pj^obl?!!1 * ^ ^ s the purpose of this study
to ascertain inductively evidence of variation in (1) the tele-
vision viewing habits of the family and in (2) the effects of
television upon recreation habits, as a permanent adjustment is
made to the presence of a television set in the home; and (3)
to determine a recommended pattern for making television a tool
for better family living.
Importance of the Study . The hope that television can
serve as a tool for better living has long been an aim of its
promoters. Many people have bought television sets and put
them In their homes, with little or- no thought of control.
There have been evidences of drastic changes in family habits,
and, not always for the better. This study has been made with
the realization that the habits of television viewers change
rapidly, change with the length of set ownership, with changes
in program offerings, and with other outside factors. There-
fore, the study is valid only in terms of the television
situation in Greater Kansas City as of December, 1951, when the
survey and most of the program materials were collected. How-
ever, it is hoped that the study will serve to show how certain
pitfalls of television in terms of its audience can be avoided
and utilization of the medium to the highest possible degree
be obtained.
The Materials Used arid Groups Studied
Three basic sources of Information have been used in
writing this. thesis— (1) review of literature, (2) a per-
sonal-interview questionnaire, and (3) a television-viewing
study.
Review of Literatur e. A review of periodicals within the
last four years was made through study at the Kansas State
College Library and through the reading of current newspapers
and personal magazines. This was to gain information on past
studies snd general observations and opinions of television
and its effect on the family. The study of recreation as a
frame of reference also involved the consulting of several
books. A complete list of these materials can be found in
the Literature Cited section of this thesis..
Personal-interview Questionnaire . A personal- interview
questionnaire was constructed in an attempt to discover
evidence of variation in the viewing habits of the family and
in the effects of television upon recreation habits, as a
permanent adjustment is made to the presence of a television
set in the home. The sample for the survey was drawn from '
the metropolitan area of Greater Kansas City so as to include
50 families in the television audience. Details of the sur-
vey and sampling can be found under Report of the Study in
this thesis, and a copy of the questionnaire can be found in
the Appendix.
Te le vis ion- viewi ng Studies . The author spent approxi-
mately BO hours in concentrated viewing of television in
Greater Kansas City. The information thus gained helped her
recommend certain programs, and the experience served as a
laboratory for devising viewing activity suggestions for
recreational enjoyment.
Organization of Remainder of the Thesis
After' a statement of the problem and an explanation of
the materials used and groups studied, the thesis is con-
cerned v/ith the solving of the stated problem. A discussion
on the philosophy of recreation is used as a frame of ref-
erence, for the interpretation of the data collected on
television rests upon this. The data include a review of
literature, both of previous studies and general observations,
and a complete report of the survey, accompanied by charts
and figures to facilitate understanding. The author then
attempts to justify television as a desirable form of family
recreation. Accompanying this discussion is a report of view-
ing studies by the author and suggested ways television can
be used as a constructive tool of the family. A summary
restates the findings of the whole study and conclusions of
the investigation.
RECREATION AS A FRAME OP REFERENCE
Philosophy of Recreation
"Recreation is what you do when you don't have to," a
little boy is supposed to have said. Recreation authorities
seem to agree that recreation has two essentials, (1) that it
is engaged in because of voluntary desire to do so and (2)
that the activity brings immediate and direct satisfaction. 1
But recreation is a word used by everyone, and in most cases
its primary objective is fun and enjoyment.
Today recreation is looked upon with favor, indeed, it
is looked upon as a necessity of life. "Recreation is needed
because a man is a whole being, and he is not complete with-
out recreational activities." 2 "There is possibly no better
way to enjoy. life and to achieve happiness than to engage in
wholesome recreation activities." 3
"It's love that makes the world go round,"
Said some old chap long since deceased,
But I might add and quite as sound,
"It's fun that keeps the axles greased."
The place of fun in living was appreciated by sir Walter
Scott in his poem, The Guardian, and it might lead one to be-
lieve that fun and recreation have always been more or less
George D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation,
Helen and Larry Eisenberg, The Ple asure Chest, p. 6.Martin E- Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation
, p. 122.
Iaccepted. But it has not been so. In the history
of our
own country, v;e knov; that our Pilgrim fathers
looked upon
leisure and play as evil-perhaps a necessary evil for
the
child, but certainly not a proper activity for an
adult.
And in the generation or Wo following, the people continued
to hunt, fish, weave, and build to make an existence
for them-
j
selves, and they had little free time. But the
natural de-
| sire of people to get together and enjoy themselves
began to
\ exert pressure. In grandmother » s . day
play v/as still looked
| upon as "foolishness", but
social activities were held,
j masked under such "work" names as "husking" bee,
"quilting"
bee, and "spelling" bee. Today recreation is a
recognized
part of living. The government believes it it— there are
city, state, and national parks, community centers and
play-
grounds; the schools believe in it—play periods, college
courses, specialist and consultation services are offered;
the churches believe in it—new buildings are including recre-
ation rooms, -while old as well as new churches have planned
programs. Recreation is truly a part of living.
Realizing that the main motive of recreation is the
activity itself, 1 it must be remembered that a recreational
activity is not consciously performed for any reward or value
But for the student of recreation, it is necessary to realize
the importance of • recreation and the values of such activity.
1 Martin H. Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation , p. 158
First, in the field of personality, every human being has
five chief needs: the need for achievement—-to do things, to
make things and to accomplish jobs; the need for recognition
—
to feel that what one dees and is merits the approval of others;
the need for a sense of personal worth— to feel that what one
is arid does comes up to inner standards; the need for inde-
pendence—reasonably to order one's own life and make decis-
ions'; and the need for emotional security--to live in recip-
rocal warm regard with one or more human beings and to feel
that one is a desired member of a group. All these personal-
ity needs find abundant fulfillment in creative forms of rec-
reation. The needs for achievement, recognition and self-
esteem find rich satisfaction through handicrafts, art, photog-
raphy, dramatics, music and sports of all kinds. Vast numbers
of people satisfy their need for independence through recrea-
tion. Their work is routine but in recreation they find a
chance for initiative and choice. And finally, family recrea-
tion is one of the finest ways of building emotional security
in the members of the family. Sharing in hobbies and games
creates bends of comradeship and understanding which very
often are built up in no other way.
In addition to being a personality-builder, recreation
can help the individual physically and mentally. Everyone has
had the urge fcr physical activity, as a relaxation from work
S- R. Laycock, "Recreation Guidance," Recreation, No-
vember, 1946.
8or tension. Activity in recreation can develop us .physically.
But in addition to this, it has a mental value.
For years psychiatrists have used recreation
in ths treatment of the mentally ill. Hobbies,
crafts, and occupational therapy proved extremely
beneficial in restoring these men and women to
health. Having found these methods helpful in
treating the ill, psychiatrists feel confident
that recreational activities can play a large part
in preventing mental illness, in maintaining good
health, and in promoting a sense of well-being in
all of us.l
There are also certain by-products of recreation which
are important in any person's growth and happiness. These
are the development of skills, attitudes, appreciations, and
knowledge. Skills are developed- in sports, in acting, in
singing, in writing, in drawing, in problem solving, in making
friends. Attitudes developed include those of good sports-
manship, of cooperating with others, of courtesy. Develop-
ment of appreciations include appreciations of art, drama,
music., athletics, literature. And finally, knowledge is
gained through pursuit of hobbies and various recreation in-
terests. Recreation is indeed important to every child and
adult
.
William C- Wenninger, H. D-, Enjoying Leisure Time,
p. 4.
g S* R. Laycock, "Recreation Guidance," Recreation,
November,. 1945.
9Family Recreation
Even though the recreation movement in America has pro-
moted playgrounds, community centers, parks, amphitheatres,
lakes--it has never minimized the importance of the home.
Host activities taught in recreation centers and on play-
grounds are activities which can be carried back to the home,
because it is realized that here is the most important unit
of the community. Parents and home life greatly influence
the formation of recreation habits in the child, and in many
cases represent the center of recreation for the family.
In the early history of the United States, when pioneer
life offered little leisure time, the family developed a sense
of togetherness because they depended so much on each other.
Today the people in the family need each other just as much
as ever, but they do not have that struggle for existence to
hold them together. Play activities can help the members of
the family learn that sharing is really the way to live a
full life. There is no short cut to a sense of togetherness
in the family—It comes only from doing things together.
In emphasizing participation, it must also be remembered
that parents do not have to do everything the child does for
recreation— their interest in his activities will stimulate
his activities and will guide them. The impossibility of all
the members participating in all the recreational activities
1 Helen and Larry Eisenberg, The Family Pleasure Chest,
P« 9.
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of the family is shown by the following diagram. 1 which in-
dicates the most important ingredients which go into a well-
balanced program of recreation activities.
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Radio
Movies
Concerts
Television
Sports
Events
Sports
Games
Outings
Dancing
Conditioning
Hikes
Some hobbies
Clubs
Parties
Picnics
Informal
gatherings
Forums
Reading
C\ Discussions
Study groups
Some hobbies
'Some
hobbiei
Music
Drama
Dance
Crafts
Creative
writing
Reading
Hobbies
Listening
Nature study
CRE/WIVE E*.Pf\E-«b^ie5N
Ibid., p. 12.
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By this chart it can be seen that recreation is a com-
plex term and that many activities can be called recreational-
-
the attitude of the participant is the keynote. It can also
be seen that a rich and full recreational life, both for the
adult and the child, must contain a variety of interests and
activities, Llarvin Rife, of the School of Education at the
University of \7isconsin, has said, "Recreation is not just
for children. It is a necessity for all the people, all the
year around. Everyone, from nine months through 99 years,
needs balance and variety in the recreative use of his free
time." 1
REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
Much has been v.Titten in regard to the Impact of tele-
vision on family life, for television caught the imagination
of the American people and they accepted it, almost over-
night. Studies v;ere made, but the rapid growth of television
dated many of them immediately. A great many articles ex-
pressing personal opinions and observations on the subject
also appeared, most of which had little or no supporting re-
search. Those studies and observations closely related to the
problem of this thesis are herein summarized.
Helen and Larry Eisenberg, The Family Pleasure Chest,
p- 12.
II
Previous Studies
Television's Effects on Family Recreation Habits* Prom
a study of matched groups of tele vis ion- owning families,
Coffin1 found that total participation in out-of-home activ-
ities was 24 per cent less for television-owning families
than for those without sets. He further concluded that tel-
evision's influence was more strongly felt among middle-income
than higher income classes.
For a public relations firm, Alldredge 2 asked questions
in 400 Washington, D« C homes. He concluded that television
keeps families together at home, as husbands reported spend-
ing 42.8 per cent more of their leisure time at home, wives
39.7 per cent, and children 41.3 per cent. Concerning specif-
ic recreational activities affected by television, he con-
cluded that adult attendance at movies dropped 72 per cent,
child attendance 45 per cent. Adults spent 29.1 per cent
less time reading books, 22.6 per cent less time reading
magazines, 4.7 per cent less time reading newspapers. Atten-
dance at wrestling and boxing matches dropped 44.7 per cent, -
at football games 40 per cent, and at baseball games 36.7 per
cent. Radio listening dropped from an average of 3 hours,
42 minutes to a mere 24 minutes.
12
Thomas E. Coffin, "Television's Effects on Leisure-
Time Activities," Journal of Applied Psychology
, October, 1948.
....
Charles Alldredge, ^Stay-at-Home a " , Time , February 13,
13
A consumer panel survey conducted by Good Housekeeping
concentrated on television's effects on other recreational
activities. Radio listening was most affected; 82 per cent
less time was spent listening to the radio. Movies followed
with a 70 per cent drop, record listening 50 per cent. The
drop in book reading and "going out" was 47 per cent in each
case. Other drops were: theater attendance 42 per cent,
sports events attendance 35 per cent, magazine reading 35 per
cent, newspaper reading 9 per cent. The only marked increase
was the 21 per cent increase in home entertaining*
Junior high school pupils were studied in a Stamford,
2Connecticut survey. Movies were affected to a great ex-
tent, 150 out of 200 pupils reporting a decrease in atten-
dance. Outdoor exercise, sports events attendance, and church
attendance were not noticeably affected.
A University of Southern California Study, which matched
800 families of TV and non-TV classifications, was most con-
cerned over the drop in family visiting. Two-thirds of the
families with television reported less visiting, while only
one-sixth of the non-TV families reported such a change. Such
data offer "a good insight into a decrease in basic family
interaction through conversation.... It has been noted that
"TV Set Owners", Broadcasting, November 5, 1951.
^ "Guinea Pigs for TV," SeTiior Scholastic , March 22, 1950.
Frank Riley and James A« Peterson, "The Social Impact
of Television," The Survey , November , 1950.
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TV families are visiting less and now it is observed that
within the home conversation has been decreasing.... In the
evening in many homes the TV set is making the family an
audience rather than an intimate group characterized by
spontaneoiis talking and confiding."
The American Booksellers Association in the Pall of
1950 reported negligible differences in retail book sales
between TV and non-TV areas; but other surveys have shown
some need for concern. A Detroit Survey2 reported that 40
per cent of the 200 TV owning patrons of the library did
less library book reading, 53.8 per cent the same amount,
and 6.2 per cent more. To the Saturday Review Readers5
,
33.9 per cent questioned said TV had affected their book
buying habits.
Television's Effects on Children and on Schoolwork .
The fact that children are avid TV fans was set forth in
several studies. In a Stamford, Connecticut, survey of
junior high school pupils, it was determined that 4 out of
5 of the children viewed television regularly, that the av-
erage number of hours spent per week was 27 if viewed in the
home, 18 if in a neighbor's home. A survey by Dr. Paul A.
"Effect of Television on Reading Is Estimated in
Recent Surveys," Publishers' Weekly
, April 21, 1951.
\ IBM-
Ibid.
4 Edward Brecher, "TV, Your Children and Your Grand-
cmldren," Consumer Reports , Lay, 1950, p. 231.
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7/itty in 1950 found that the average grade school pupil in
Evanston, Illinois, spent 5.12 hours daily watching TV In his
home, 1.69 hours if he watched in another's home. A second
2
survey by Dr. V/itty was made a year later, and he found that
these grade children spent an. average of 19 hours weekly
watching TV, 2 hours less than the average for the same group
in 1950. Furthermore, he
. determined that viewing dropped 12
per cent after the first year of set ownership and another 2
per cent after the second year. This is one of the few
studies recognizing the time factor.
The effects of this prolonged viewing, which represents
as many hours as the child spends in school, have been re-
ported in various surveys. Findings in a Roselle, rlew Jersey,
survey of junior high school pupils 3 shocked many parents
and teachers. The marks of children in television homes
fell 15 per cent below what they had been previous to TV.
In Stamford, Connecticut, 4 the previously cited junior high
survey reported that 8 pupils felt that television inter-
fered with home work often, 55 once in a while, 60 seldom,
and 99 never. In Dr. Witty's survey, 5 one-third of the chil-
dren said television helped them in their studies, two-thirds
said that the temptation of TV was detrimental to their
„ m .
F
^
a^ R}f le7 B-d James A- Peterson, "The Social Impact01 Television," The Survey, November, 1950.d
"TelestatusT^ Broadcasting and Telecasting, March 3,1952, p« 76. "~ :—**
3 Brecher, op . cit.
, p. 231.
4 "Guinea Pigs lor TV 1', Senior Scholastic , L'arch 22,
1950, p. 5.
5
"Telestatus," op_. cit., p. 76.
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studies. But a recent survey contradicts all of these studies
The Xavier Study, directed by Dr. Raymond P. McCoy, sampled
1,000 grade school children in the Cincinnati area. In com-
paring the achievement of the children who had TV sets in
their homes and those who did not, it was found that there
was no appreciable difference between the two. It was also
found that parental control of televiewing habits makes no
difference in the children's work. This study did back up
previous studies on hours spent by children before the TV
set. The children polled spent more time watching television
each week than in going to school.
General Observations
There have been widespread differences "in opinion con-
cerning the effects of television on its audience. In a
baccalaureate address, 2 Boston University's President, Dr.
Daniel L. Harsh, warned his listeners that "if the (tele-
vision) craze continues with the present level of programs,
we are destined to have a nation of morons." About the same
time, however, a school principal in Essex, Maryland, ex-
pressed a very different opinion. 3 Ee praised television and
said that it knit families more closely together, reduced
street accidents, improved adolescent behavior, sped up
g
Kansas City Star
, December 28, 1951.
3 "^cnS and Hap:Jy Farall ies,» Time, June 19, 1950,
X Did. •
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housework by wives eager to get at their sets, cut down on
movie going, radio listening, and "idle conversation". There
have been diverse opinions of the effects on the family, but
many more observations were made concerning effects on the
children.
Effec ts on the Family . The time element, or length of
set ownership, was recognized and discussed by John Crosby.
He said that fathers, happily reported that they were seeing
their daughters for the first time in months, as they brought
their boy friends home to watch television. But it was only
temporary, for soon they drifted back to their jukeboxes and
ice cream sodas. The young children, however, still loved TV.
Average daily viewing was 4 hours at first, but socn dropped
to 2 hours. The effect on conversation was also reported as
temporary, as the whispering during early television revolved
into complete ignoring of the program during interested con-
versation.
Effects on the Children . The importance of television
was recognized at the 1950 White House Conference, as both a
work group and a panel were set up to discuss the effect of
radio and television on the development of children and young
2people. Mr. Robert Saudak, Vice-president in charge of Public
John Crosby, "what's Television Going to Do to Your
Life?", House Beautiful
, February, 1950, p. 125.
2 Edward A~ Richards, "Media of Mass Communication", Pro -
ceedings of the Jvlidcentury White House Conference on Children
and Youth, 1951.
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Service, American Broadcasting Company, made the following
observation:
My answer is that if you parents, pediatricians,
psychologists, and teachers are sufficiently con-
scious of the content of the public service programs
on radio and television, then you are letting radio
and television contribute to the development of you.r
children. If, on the other hand, any one of you is
so myopic that all you see on the screen or hear on
the loud speaker is trash, then you are the kind of
negligent arid lazy trustees of your children who
must also be allowing them to eat candy when there
is milk in the house; read dime novels when there is
the Book of Knowledge in the house; and play with
matches when there is a chess beard in the house.
For you who take the trouble to know what is good '
on the air and to guide your children to it, radio
and television are like a new and most exciting
library at home. For the others, I have nothing
but pity.
Much has been written of the concern over horror prog-
rams, programs of poor taste, \ the interference of television
with eating habits and other activities. For example, the
Southern California Association for Better Radio and TV"1
recently noted that the average child in the TV home sees
death inflicted by violence more than 40 times a week. They
explained that some children as a result are upset emotion-
ally, while others actually become immune to death and injury
from seeing it so often.
There have been some answers to these charges. Concern-
ing the programs of violence, Josette Frank2 agreed that in
Wayne Coy, "Television: Friend or Foe?", Recreation.
September, 1951. ==='
Josette Frank, "Is Television Good or Bad for Child-
ren?", Vjoman
'
s Home Companion
, November, 1950.
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large and continuous doses such programs were bad for child-
ren. But most children thrive on a certain amount of it, as
they want the thrill of coming close to danger while at the
same time feeling safe and protected. "Television, like
radio, movies, and books, provides this," stated Kiss Frank.
Dorothy Diamond and Prances Tenebaum suggested that for
children under six years of age horror programs be kept off
the diet, but that older youngsters develop few anxieties
from them. "There is some evidence," it was stated, "that for
well adjusted children, horror programs may perform a val-
uable service; they may help a youngster blow off aggressive
steam or learn to pooh-pooh fear."
As for television programs of "poor taste", Hiss Prank2
suggested that the parents watch the programs with the child-
ren. Only then can they hope to influence the child's
choice. And if a better program can be suggested, it is more
successful than forbidding the one they are watching.
Some people dislike the "nite club atmosphere" of eating
while watching television. The Misses Diamond and Tennebaum3
suggested limiting such occasions two days a week, or perhaps -
treating the family to dessert before the video screen.
As for television monopolizing so much time, Jack Gould, 4
Dorothy Diamond and Frances Tennebaum, "Should You Tear
'Em Away from TV?", Better Home
s
and Gardens
, September, 1950,
P • 239
.
Jcsette Frank, "Is Television Good or Bad for Child-
ren?". Woman ' s Home Companion
, November, 1950.
Dorothy Diamond aid Frances Tennebaum, "Should You Tear
»Em Away from TV?", Better Homes and Gardens
, September, 1950.
* Ibid. ~
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Radio Editor of the New York Times, said, "Video, after all,
is only something to see; it is not a way of bringing up
children." He suggested that families set up viewing sched-
ules. As for scheduling, Mrs. Helen Steers Burgess
, vice-
president of the Child Study Association of America, said,
"You'll have better success in calling a child away from TV
if you suggest something else that's fun to do. But don't
leave him in front of the set for a long time and then tell
him to shine his shoes or take a bath." She says that if
you look at TV all the time yourself, naturally your child-
ren will ape your pattern. "But in a home where a child
hears interesting discussions, where books are read, where
the child is well adjusted and enjoys going out to play base-
ball or football, television won't make any difference."
A high school teacher went so far as to set up seven
• rules for television viewing, as an effort to control child-
ren and TV- They are as follows:
1. Watch with the children.
2. place a time limit, plan your schedule to-
gether.
3. Have time-outs--popcorn, toys
4. Fit TV time table to the children's sleep-
ing habits.
5. Keep TV away from meals.
»
2
lMd '
C. Howard Smith, "Seven Rules for TV", Parents' Mag-
azine, September, 1951. ' D
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t
6. Homework must be done before television.
7. Remind them that chores come before olav.
This author concluded that television has much to offer in
the way of education and recreation. "a little homemade
planning in terms of your own TV program schedule will help
you win their (children's) confidence in your judgment."
Value of the Literature
Most of the previous literature studied is of little
value. First, most of the authors have approached their
topxcs subjectively, with no research to back up their
statements. Second," they have not properly considered the
time factor as families went through an adjustment period.
And third, the attempts at research which have been made
have not been competently organized, except for perhaps the
Xavier Study and the combined Witty Study.
REPORT OF THE STUDY
From the review of previous literature, there has been
a slight indication that television-viewing habits vary in
relationship to the length of ownership. Most of the pre-
vious studies have not considered this time factor. The
following independent study, utilizing intensive personal-
interviews, has been aimed in this direction with the purpose
of making a more realistic appraisal of the problem today.
The Television Survey
*
Objecti ves of the Survey . An attempt was made in this
survey to ascertain inductively evidence of variation in' the
television viewing habits of the family and in the effects
of television upon recreational habits, as a permanent ad-
justment is made to the presence of a television set in the
home.
The Questionnaire: Collection of Data. A personal-
interviev,- questionnaire was constructed to meet the objectives
of the survey. It included 51 questions, 26 concerned with
the viewing habits of the television owner, 25 with tele-
vision's effect on the recreational habits of the family.
It was pretested among the same population from which the
sample was drawn. A copy of the questionnaire is in the
Appendix.
The data were collected by the author through personal
interviews, which were completed in the period December' 22 to '
29, 1951. There were 102 families contacted, resulting in
50 personal interviews. These, interviews averaged from 30
to 45 minutes in length, and approximately 50 hours were
spent by the interviewer in obtaining the data.
23
The Audience ; The Sample . ^ The sample for this survey
was drawn from the metropolitan area of Greater Kansas City.
It was determined that a minimum of 10 to 15 families in the
high income area, 25 in the middle income, and 10 in the low
income area would provide a proper distribution. Estimating
that approximately 10 to 15 families in a square block own
television sets, two square blocks were selected at. random in
the middle income area of Kansas City, one square block in each
of the other areas. These income areas were assigned according
to the interviewer's personal knowledge of the city.
The interviewer called upon every house in the blocks
selected. The only change made in the original plan was. the
addition of one block to the high income area, necessary be-
cause of the comparatively few homes in a square block in this
area. Every house in the additional block was also contacted.
When the interviewer found no one at heme, this fact was
noted and call backs were made- After two call backs, the house
was listed as "not at home." \faen the house had a television
set but would not consent to an. interview, it was listed as
"non-cooperative." Table 1 shows the survey record-
The method of selection of the sample was devised in
consultation with Henry Tucker, Statistical Laboratory, Kansas
State College.
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able 1. Record of television survey by author.
area
: :
: Block:
No . of
families
: Have set :
No se t
:Not at
: Record? d:Non-coop.
:
: hone
H 1 13 7 2 3 1
R 2 10 6 1 3
:.: 1 30 8 3 13 6
M 2 31 19 1 8 3
L 1 IS 10 6 2
Total 102 50 33 12
Comparison of the totals of each of the income areas is
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Income comparison in survey.
: No . of
: families
: Have set :
t
:Not at
rRecorded: Non-coop. :" No se : home
High income
Kiddle" income
Lov; income
Total •
23
61
18
102
13 3 6
27 4 21
10 6
50 7 33
1
9
2
12
The survey indicates a high percentage of television sets
owned by families in Greater Kansas City. Of the families con-
tacted, 63 per cent own television sets; 73 per cent of the
high income families have TV sets, 60 per cent of the middle
income families, and 62.5 per cent of the low income families.
Differences in response can be noted among the three income
25
areas. No non-cooperators were found in the low income ares
visited, where the interviewer found the families most willing
to answer questions. Families in the middle and high income
were less willing to cooperate. Difficulty in finding people
at home was most evident in the middle income area, where
perhaps both adult members of the family were working. The
interviewer was more assured of finding someone home in the
high and low income areas.
Characteristics of the Audience
Length of Ownership . The 50 families with television sets
v/ho were interviewed reported an average set ownership of one
year, eight months.
Table 3. Length of set ownership by family.
Set ownership : No. of families
Less than 6 months 12
Six months to a year 9
Over 1 year to 2 years 19
Over 2 years to 3 years 10
There was no marked difference in the length of ownership
of the three income groups, although the length of time showed
a small increase from low to high income. Families in the low
26
income area had owned a television set for an average of one
year seven months; families in the middle income one year
eight months; and families in the high income one year nine
months
•
Habits of Criticism . Questions concerning attitudes of
criticism were asked of the interviewed families in an effort
to ascertain indirectly their interest in television quality
and the value of their replies to TV questions. The answers
received showed a definite interest in television; 49 families
stated that they often criticized television, 35 that they
criticized newspaper articles, 29 movies, and 29 radio.
Television
wNewspapers
Radio
.ovies
J I L
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ftg. 1. Percentage of family criticisms.
Criticisms of Television . Llost of the criticisms given
by the housewives of the families interviewed, and these crit-
icisms v/ere distributed over several points. Those receiving
•
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the largest number of criticisms were Variety Shows and Mystery
and Crime Plays. Another popular criticism was that the area
t;as served by only one channel, giving the viewer no opportu-
nity for choice of programs.*
Table 4. Adverse criticisms of TV, as given by the 50
families interviewed.
Programs criticized : No. of families
Advertising and commercials 5
Personality shows
Variety shows 20
Mews telecasts
Sports 3
Quiz shows 1
Disc jockey shows 1
Children's shows
ilystery and crime plays 12
Complete dramas (not mystery) 3
Discussions and forums 1
Homemaking programs .
Religious programs
Hillbilly and western programs 4
Serials 2
Other:
Poor timing 5
Only one channel 7
-
The relatively high criticism of Variety Shows was
attributed primarily to the following two factors: dancing
and comedy. "Too much dancing" was a comment often received
by the interviewer. Others specifically stated that they felt
the dancing viewed on TV Variety Shows suggestive, and espec-
ially poor program material for young people* It must be re-
.
j
membered, however, that most criticisms were given by the
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housewife* and whether other members of the family would, agree
Is another factor to be considered. Criticisms on comedy in-
cluded "slapstick" and "too silly." Families viewing come-
dians- regularly found that they soon tired on the antics of
many.
Kost often the criticisms of mystery and crime plays were
from the standpoint of the children and a hypothetical set of
morals designed for them; as adult entertainment they received
little adverse criticism.
Although the full length dramas other than mystery re-
ceived relatively few criticisms , it was rather significantly
pointed out in three cases that these dramas often left their
audiences "In the air." This was the only criticism made of
this otherwise quite popular type of program.
Five families specifically" stated that they felt the time
arrangement poor--in other words* .some adult programs were
given when children v/ould be watching, and on the other hand,
some rather juvenile programs were given when adults formed
the large viewing audience.
Pattern of Viewing
Average Viewing Hours As commonly expected, the evening
This fact is substantiated by the comparative great
number of studies and observations concerning children, which
are "discussed in Review of Literature in this thesis.
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easily held the greatest number of viewing hours; the after-
,
•
noon and morning followed in that order.
Table 5. Viewing hours per day by families.
-
-
Time « Morning : AftsrnoonrEvening
None, don't listen 38 17
Up to 15 minutes 1
16 to 30 minutes 6 5
31 to 60 minutes 5 8
Over 1 hour to 2 hours 5 3
Over 2 hours to 3 hours 11 8
Over 3 hours to 4 hours 4 21
Over 4 hours to 5 hours 18
Over 5 hours to 6 hours
The average number of viewing hours as reported by the
50 families interviewed was approximately 10 minutes in the
morning, li hours in the afternoon, and 4 hours, 10 minutes
in the evening for each family.
' A definite relationship was seen when the average number
of viewing hours. was compared with the income area--families in
the lower income area showed a consistently higher average of
viewing hours over the averages of the middle and high income
families
.
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Fig. 2. Relation of income to average viewing hours.
Changes in Pattern . New owners of television sets as well
as owners of long standing were interviewed and asked if their
pattern of viewing had undergone any changes. There were 26
families who x-eported no noticeable change, for a total of 52
per cent; while there were 24 families, or 48 per cent, who
reported such a change.
Length of set ownership seemed to be a definite factor in
determining whether a family changed its viewing habits, as 80
per cent of those owning sets two to three years reported a
change and only 25 per cent of those owning sets less than six
months reported a change.
Of the 24 families reporting a change in pattern, 22 said
that they watched television less than they had when the set
was first purchased, while 2 families had noticed an increase.
A most common reply received by the interviewer was, "At first
we watched everything on the screen, but now we pick our pro-
grams".
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Fig. 3. Percentage of families who reported a change in
viewing hours.
Program Selection
Reference to Listings . HTith nearly 50 per cent of the
families reporting that they "pick" their programs, it was not
surprising that 100 per cent of the families were aware of the
TV program listings in the local newspapers and that 84 per
cent referred to these listings every day. Twelve per cent of
the families reported that they referred to them two to three
times a week, while only 4 per cent reported a reference less
often than that.
Knowledge of special TV volumns also ranked high, as 72
per cent reported that there was a special column of TV news
and gossip in their newspapers. Fourteen per cent said there
was no such column, while the last 14 per cent said they did
not know if there was one or not. Of the twenty four families
reading the column, 66 2/3 per cent of them read the column each
week while the remaining 1/3 seldom or never read it.
Magazines offered little additional TV information to
their readers. Thirty-four families read magazines regularly
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but only eight said that the magazines included TV columns
which they consulted.
New Programs * When families were asked if they made
special effort to find out about new programs en television,
IS per cent said "yes", 80 per cent "no", and 2 per cent "I
don't know". However, answers to the questions, "How do you
usually learn about new television programs?", revealed that
new programs were discovered through several popular sources.
The newspaper led the field.
J L
Newspapers
Dialing
TV announce-
ments
Friends
Magazines
.
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Pig. 4. Lledia and percentage of families gaining infor-
mation en new programs from each.
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Choice of Program Types . In an effort to determine the
types of programs people prefer to watch on television, questions
were asked concerning the family's attitude toward entertain-
ment and educational values. Although 12 per cent watched tele-
vision almost entirely for entertainment, 86 per cent liked to
watch both educational and entertainment programs. Thirty per
33
cent of the families interviewed specifically stated that fchey
wished there were more educational programs offered.
Choice of Programs . A list of 14 types of television
urograms was handed to each member present of the families inter-
viewed. They were asked to check the programs they enjoyed
watching in the daytime and those they enjoyed in the evening.
They were further instructed to check as many programs as they
chose.
In the afternoon, children's shews and personality shows
far outranked the other programs, perhaps due to the high per-
centage of juvenile viewers at this time.
Table 6. Afternoon program choices
.
. by families
.
.
Children's shows 16
Personality shows 15 -
News telecasts . 9
Disc jockey shows 8
Homemaking programs 6
Complete dramas 1
Westerns 1
The complete drama proved most popular for evening listen-
ing, with sports presentations and mystery plays close behind.
The news telecasts and discussions and forums also ranked hichi
in keeping with previous indications of interest in educational
television programs.
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Table 7. Evening program choices by
families.
Complete dramas 38
Sports presentations 35
Mystery and crime dramas 33
Quiz and audience participation 53
News telecasts 31
Discussions and forums 31
Variety shows 24
Western programs 22
Special events 21
Children's shows 19
Personality shov/s 18
Religious programs 18
Homemaking programs 9
When a weekly list of television programs typical for the
period immediately preceding the time of the interviews was
compiled, a definite relationship was established. The two
high-ranking choices for afternoon viewing were the two shows
also ranking highest in hours on the screen, with comparable
distances above the remaining shows. The remaining shows also
compared well with each other. The evening shows were com-
parable, but with one major exception. Variety shov/s offered
more hours to the television viewer than any other type, but
they ranked in the middle of the list of choices. Outside of
this, the evening choices for shov/s ranked in approximately
the same order as the number of hours these shows were avail-
able.
\s V
Table 8. Frogram hours available to the audience.
1
V
Afternoon:-
j
Children's shows 9 (16)
* Personality shows (Home M« ) 6 (15)
Serials 6(6)
Quiz and audience part. 5
Disc jockeys 3 ( 8)
Westerns 3 (1)
Variety shows 3
News telecasts 2 (9)
Discussions and forums 2
Complete dramas 1 (1)
Sports 1 (1)
Evening:
Variety shows 8 (24)
Complete dramas 6 (33)
News telecasts 5 (31)
Mystery dramas 4 (33)
Personality shows 4 (18)
Quiz and audience part. 3 (33)
Sports 2 (35)
Discussions and forums 1 (31)
Special events 1 (21)
Serials 1
•
1 Westerns Less than 1 (22)
Children's Less than 1 (13)
Religious Less than 1 "(18)
Homemaking Less than 1 (8)
Number in parentheses represents
number choices
,. ...
•
-
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Viewing Habits
.
Use of Television Viewing Time. An observation often given
of television is that the activity demands all the attention of
the viewer, leaving no opportunity for dual use of time. The
°0 families interviewed were asked if they ever engaged in
36
,.« activities while watching television. There were 31 fam-
• who reported that they did, while only 19 said that tele-
:i required the undivided attention of all members of the
-fly.
The activity most often combined with television viewing
t%3 sewing, which was reported by 15 women. The homemaker
tin signified a popular activity for television viewing time
i sen 12 women reported other homemaking tasks, including iron-
,
dishwashing, and food preparation. Reading was third high,
vith 9 families reporting the activity. Entertaining friends
sas combined v/ith television viewing by 4 families, and there
tore 3 reports that members in the family watched television
T.hile doing homework, school or business. Other- activities
engaged in while watching television were eating and child-
en's play.
Television as a Tool for Other Activities . There were 41
families, or 82 per cent, who reported that television was
strictly a spectator activity. Television is not an end in
itself with everyone, however, as 9 families reported that it
"as sometimes used as a tool for other activities. These
activities were both entertainment and educational in type.
As entertainment, television parties were often mentioned.
In these cases, friends were invited into the home for an
evening of television viewing. Refreshments were served and
3ometimes actual g ames were also planned in the evening's
activity. The observation was made, however, that these
»«ftn '
I
-
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parties were given less often as other families began to have
sets of their own.
Of special interest was a TV party given during the
HCAA Tournament when one of the games was telecast from Kansas
City. Students and fans of a particular team met in a home to
v/atch the game over television and spur their team to victory.
They simulated the actual audience situation as much as pos-
sible, designating cheerleaders, popcorn vendors, and cowbell
tollers. It was said that the recreation that evening could
hardly have been termed passive.
Upon arriving at one home, the interviewer found the
children watching a western show over television. Here was
another example of using television as a tool. The children
were dressed in cowboy suits, loaded down with holsters, and
toting six-shooters. When the "badmen" appeared on the screen,
shots were heard around the room--not from the screen, but from
the guns of the children. The mother said that the youngsters
nearly always "played" the game right along with the television
story.
Television was reported as being used as a tool for edu-
cation as wall a3 recreation, or oerhaps it could be termed
educational recreation. Families often indicated that tele-
vision was used as an aid for discussion, as many topics
touched by TV programs stimulated discussions among members
of the family. Television was also used. as partial fulfill-
ment of certain class assignments by the school children. One
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„,useWife reported that her husband was an avid sports fan and
. at on television he observed techniques and strategy, which
-.j often discussed with some of his sports-minded friends.
Prospects of oncoming elections influenced one homemaker
express her plan of using television to better acquaint
herself with political candidates and thereby become a more
Intelligent voter.
Television and Recreation
Effects of Television on Recreation Habits . ffith so many
hours a day being spent before the television set, it follows
that other activities and other types of recreation must have
suffered. The 50 families were asked how much time they
spent on various popular forms of recreation prior to the pur-
chase of their television set. Then it was determined whether
or not those habits had changed, and if so, in what way.
The recreational activities affected most were radio
listening, movie attendance, and "going out", in that order.
In each there was a definite decrease in the participation of
the activity. The reading of newspapers was hardly affected
at all, and the playing of cards, reading of books, and at-
tendance at sports events . showed little change. Special hob-
bies listed by individuals also showed little or no change,
-he only activity which showed noticeable increase in partici-
'-
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nation was entertaining at home.
Table 9. Changes in other recreational habits of
the familv.
. .
,
Activity
: More : Less : Same
Attend movies 35 7
Read books 16 22
Read newspapers 12 47
Listen to the radio 44 5
Attend theater and concerts 11
Attend sports events 3 23
Listen to records 11 17
Entertain at home 7 39
Play cards 6 29
"Go" out" 22 24
Others
:
Cello 1
Piano 5
Bowling 3
Square dancing 1
Woodworking -0 1
Choir 1
1
.
Comparison of Recreation Types. When the recreation activ-
ities were classified as to participation or spectator type, it
was determined that the activities of a participating nature
-ere much less affected than those of a spectator nature. It
was further discovered that the only activities showing an in-
crease were in the participating group.
'
The findings of this study correlate with most of the
.
studies discovered In Review of Literature.
•
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participation
Entertaining at home
"laying of cards
Going out
Kusic participation
Sports and. dances
Robbies
leading books
'.jading newspapers
Spectator
Movies
Radio listening
Attending theater
Attending sports events
Record listening
Fig. 4. Comparison of recreation changes in partici-
pation and spectator activities.
Relationship of Set Ownership to Change s in Recreation
-'abits The inductive nature of certain aspects of the survey
became apparent at this point of the study. Quantitative dif-
ferentials are not perceptible, but the interviewer came to
certain conclusions. There was some indication that the degree
of the habit change had a relationship with length of owner-
ship. Owners of less than a year reported more drastic cutting
-n their time devoted to other recreational activities than
those owners of longer periods. One owner of less than six
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• a stated that movie-going in her hone had been cut 80 pep"
,-., that her weekly book reading had dropped to almost no
reading at all. In comparison with this, an owner of two
re reported that her three books a month had not been af-
ted by television. And an owner of three years stated that
• family had even taken up new activities which took them out
•;• the home more often than before television. Specifically
oakingj the activity was square dancing; which showed that a
;articipating activity, one of actual "doing" attracted a TV
gvner of long standing away from the television set.
Television and the Family . Television has been a factor
in keeping the family at home in 58 per cent of the inter-
flowed cases, and with no family was there a reported decrease
in family time spent in the home.
Television-watching has been a family activity to a marked
extent, as 88 per cent of the families stated that they spent
50 per cent or more of their TV watching as a family group.
rhe greatest percentage chose "most of the time" as the amount
-est describing the habits of their family.
Pig. 5. Percentage of television-watching
time spent as a family.
A All the time
B Most of the time
G About half the time
D Very little
E None at all
mmmtm wmm^m -*i^a
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examples of Television's Influence. Comments given
otaneously by members of the interviewed families pointed
; t certain opinions and attitudes concerning television's
• /feet oh their lives.
Concerning the children, housewives showed few serious
ejections. They felt that some of the programs were not
impropriate for young audiences, but they had found certain
r&lues in television which outweighed these faults. "Tele-
.Ision is a wonderful quieting agent after school," said one
Bewife. "TV is my baby-sitter," explained the mother of a
*.*o-year-old. And educationally speaking, several expressed
'.:.o opinion that children were more alert from having had
*. Alevision in the home, that they were more aware of current
iffairs. Homework was not a problem in most cases; the lessons
sore prepared before television could be watched.
The housewife found values for herself, too. "TV helps
ea let off steam. I can sit down for a few minutes, then be
eoapletely relaxed." Others said that from television they had
Men stimulated in sports in which they had never before been
'•"•terested.
The elderly particularly enjoyed their television sets.
3en the interviewer called upon one house, she found a man and
•'s wife, 79 and 84 years old, respectively. They discussed
--telligently national and political problems of the day and
'Ooked forward to the educational programs* At another house
. -•« grandmother proved to be the boxing and wrestling fan of
43
he family. Still at another house lived a 79 year old widow,
had lived alone for the last 10 years. She expressed
appreciation for television, and explained that she watched
| programs regularly. On a table beside her rocking chair
e program listing, carefully clipped from the paper, helped
substantiate the statement.
Television had affected the whole family at one home in
a very particular way. This family was a quiet one and the
housewife explained that sometimes the whole evening would go
by without interested conversation. Since the television set
had been purchased, discussion had resulted from stimulating
rogr&ms viewed on TV* She expressed deep appreciation for
that aid to family happiness and solidarity.
On the subject of selection, a few interesting comments
:.3re received. Most homes seemed to be aware" that television
could be overworked. "When guests arrive, we turn TV off. It
spoils conversation," stated one housewife. "When there are
other places to go, we leave our television sets," said many.
And an example of selection procedure was so outlined: "First
*o turn on TV— if no good, we try the radio--if neither sat-
isfied us, we play records."
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SIGNIFICANCE OP THE STUDY
Is Television Recreation?
It has been shown that recreation is a fundamental need of
everyone and can be a unifying influence for the family; also,
that television is monopolizing a great amount of the family's
time. Is this poor use of leisure time? Can television be
classified as "re-creation", or is it "wreck-reation"?
In Relation to Definition. Referring to an earlier section
of this thesis, Recreation As A Frame of Reference, it was
stated that recreation is an activity engaged in (1) because of
a voluntary desire to' do so and (2) because it brings immediate
satisfaction. Except for the times when children tune in for
homework purposes, the author's survey indicates that a great
percentage of people voluntarily choose to spend many hours
viewing television. It is also probable that any satisfaction
this viewing brings them is immediate. But the part of this
definition which might be challenged is the qualification that
It be an "activity".
Television is often classified' as an amusement, amusement
aPplying to the "gazing at or seeing of spectacles". George
3|elte at the 1950 White House Conference pointed out that the
1 Kimball Young, An Introductory Sociology , p. 505.
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amusement is passive, as opposed to -recreation which, is
active. However, Martin Neumeyer has recognized that recrea-
•i can involve forms of activity which are relatively passive.
"As a matter of fact," he says, "the line of demarcation be-
tween amusement and active recreation is not rigid. For some
-eople amusements are re-creative, while for others they turn
2
out to be nothing more than passive entertainment.™ So it
appears that much depends upon the individual and. the situa-
tion. Perhaos John Harmon has summed it up with his statement,
Recreation is the combination of an activity and an attitude
3
and defies definition."
In the author's survey, 18 per cent of the families inter-
viewed used television as an active form of recreation. It
v;ould seem, then, that for the remaining 82 per cent, tele-
vision is merely passive entertainment. According to Martin
4
'.'eumeyer, this is not necessarily true. Recreation involves
activity, it is so; but some forms can be relatively passive.
There can be mental and emotional responses, as well as phys-
ical. In other words, when television stimulates to action
or provides relaxation to the individual, it is fulfilling the
requirement of recreation. Only when no participation is in-
volved, either active or passive, does it cease to be recreation.
Edward A- Richards, "Leisure Time—Its Potential Contri-
bution to Healthy Personality Development," Proceedin gs of t ::e
iilidcentury White House Conference on Children and Ycutn, 1951.
"~^ Liartin H. Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation , p. 221.
5 John I,:. Harmon, Jr.," "Television and Leisure Time
Activities of Children," Education , October, 1950.
* Neumeyer, op. cit«
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in Relation to Values . In realizing
the importance of
^creation to the individual, the values
of recreation have
previously been discussed. These values
are fulfillments of
personality needs, physical' needs , and
mental needs.
Personality needs which can be satisfied through
recrea-
tional activities are satisfied to a
limited extent by tele-
vision viewing. Perhaps the greatest
contribution of televisio:
Ln this area is toward emotional
security of the family. John
-.-lie's survey
1
of 504 families over the nation, made in 1949,
Indicated that families considered recreational
activities
within the family group a most unifying influence in
family
living. The survey of this thesis shows that 88
per cent of
the families watch television as a family group at
least half
or the time, 56 per cent of this total watching it
together
all or most of the time. Television is a family-centered
recreation.
The author received information from her interviews con-
cerning certain examples of television fulfilling physical
needs; i.e., the children going through the action of the
cow-
boys, the young people cheering their team to victory through
dramatization of the game situation. But these are only
isolated cases, and television does not ordinarily fulfill
physidal needs.
Mental needs, however, can be realized. Recreation
1 John TSylie, "Education for the Family's Use of Leisure
an Imperative Social -Need," Education, October, 1950, p. B<J.
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authorities agree that .such responses can result from rela-
tively passive activities. Through survey, the author learned
that many people receive relaxation from their work by watch-
ing certain television programs. It must be realized, how-
'
ever, that prolonged viewing, viewing -under strain, and other
factors could produce the opposite effect upon the viewer.
.Again, the attitude and situation are important.
The by-products of recreation—development of skills,
attitudes, appreciations, and knowledge--can be fulfilled
through television. The development of these by-products,
however, is indirect. (A discussion of these values in rela-
tion to definite television programs follows in the next sec-
tion.) Until television programming is developed with these
roals in mind, or unless audiences consciously strive to use
television as a servant in these fields, the viewer will prob-
ably follow the line of least resistance, passive spectator
activity. V/ayne Coy, Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, offers a challenge in this direction, a challenge
to the recreation movement of America. "Television," he says,
"can be one of the mightiest instruments ever developed for
furtherance of wholesome, constructive recreational activity
-'cr both adults and children. Television can bring us leaders
in sports, handicrafts, nature study, discussion techniques,
Playing of musical instruments, camping, - and other hobbies.
1
Kartin K. Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation
, p. 221,
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It is mainly employed as another spectator activity."
As A Spectator Activity . As a spectator activity, however,
television has a place in the recreational life of the family.
2
Helen, and Larry Eisenberg include it as an ingredient of a well
balanced program of activities, and it sesss that here rests
the important consideration of television as recreation. As
long as television represents another type of spectator appre-
-
elation and does not dominate recreational living to the exclu-
sion of activities in the other areas— social interaction,
physical exercise, solitary relaxation, creative expression,
and intellectual stimulation— it is sound recreation practice.
Some of these areas may be touched by television, as explained
earlier, but not always are they adequately covered. This is
the most important aspect of the television habit—the con-
trol of balance in recreational activities. "If television-
viewing is used only as spectator activity, it is absolutely
necessary for recreational fulfillment.
Quality of selection, however, is another aspect of the
television habit. Certain types of programs can make the
viewer a participant, can develop skills, appreciations, and
understandings. Then television is fulfilling requirements
for constructive recreation. The viewer needs to be able to
recognize the programs which can do these things to evaluate
1 Wayne Coy, "Television: Friend or Foe?", Recreation,
September, 195
l"
2 Helen and Larry Eisenberg, The Family Pleasure Che s
t
,
?• 12.
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television programs. "Nov: and again, a director with imagina-
tion or a company with courage offers a thrilling show, the
subject matter of which is so challenging and the theme so
colossal that the spectator becomes a participant."
Evaluation of Television Programs
The author engaged in approximately 80 hours of concen-
trated television-viewing in Kansas City. The purpose of this
work was to provide information for the selection of television
programs which serve to demonstrate certain values and by-
products expected of constructive recreation. The programs
discussed in this section do not necessarily represent the
only television programs which can serve the individual and
the family; they act as examples. Occasionally programs with
negative values are cited, so that there can be a better under-
standing of the desired outcomes.
Spectator Enjoyment . In most cases, the primary objective
of recreation is fun and enjoyment; furthermore, thi3 enjoy-
ment can come from spectator activity to television. If a
television program is entertaining, if it is in good taste,
and if its audience receives a feeling of satisfaction after
having viewed the show, that program has fulfilled an objective
of recreation. All of the programs favorably discussed in
Jay B» Nash, Physical Education ; Interpretations and
Objectives.
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tJjia section cf the thesis can provide enjoyment and satisfac-
tion to the viewer, but seine are grouped under other values
r
.ch are particularly noteworthy. Other programs are espec-
ially entertaining and relaxing to the viewer, and therein
provide their greatest value.
"Kukla, Fran, and Ollie" is a delightful puppet show
which is entertaining to adults as well as children. The imagi-
native appeal of this program, as well as its everyday approach
to problems, has helped it become a favorite of audiences; the
annual Motion Picture Daily-Fame Poll chose "Kukla, Fran, and
Ollie" the best children's program of 1951. In addition to
its entertainment value and its aid to the development and
retention of imaginative qualities of the individual, the
show has the power to cultivate interest in puppets and puppet-
ry as a worthwhile hobby. Y/hen a form of spectator entertain-
ment can stimulate activity, it establishes itself as con-
structive recreation.
Another show valuable chiefly for its light entertainment
qualities is "I Love Lucy," a relatively new television program
on YVDAF-TV". It is a clever story, well-written and fast mov-
ing, capable of relaxing tired minds and bodies, perhaps, but
possessing no hidden values.
Variety shows are valuable primarily as entertainment,
~.-ith certain individual acts possessing additional recreational
1 Kansas City Star, February 3, 1952.
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qualities. "Toast of the Town,*1 ranked second In variety
shows, recreationally offers more to the television viewer
g
than the number one variety show, "Your Show of Shows." in
the first place, the talent is more carefully selected and is
presented with better taste. Secondly, the program has great-
er variety, making it more suitable ana challenging for con-
tinued viewing. The need for greater variety was recognized
by the author when several interviews brought to light the
fact that people had grown tired of the comedians who appear'
regularly on "Your Show of Shows." Vaudeville acts need to
vary considerably to remain stimulating to an audience.
Participation Opportunities . Certain television programs
lend themselves more readily to participation by the television
audience than others. The quiz program Is probably the most
obvious. "You Bet Your Life" with Groucho Marx is a snappy
program, ranking tops in the previously mentioned poll. Such
a program offers opportunity for members of the family to sit
at home and test their own knowledge along with that of the
television contestant. It develops quick thinking and a cer-
tain amount of knowledge.
"Beat the Clock" is an audience participation show which
provides ideas for tricks and stunts, many of which can be
used by members of the family right in their own homes. If
Kansas City Star , February 3, 1952.
2 Ibid.
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used, these stunts sometimes develop workmanship , often de-
velop balance and coordination, and always indicate an inter-
est in creative fun. The fact that audiences are using these
stunts has been indicated by personal experiences of partici-
pants on the television show.
Other shows occasionally offer opportunity for audience
participation, and it is the duty of the viewer to recognize
such opportunities. An example is a recent production of the
"All-Star Revue" with Ed Wynn. Mr. Wynn, with the aid of a
cast, dramatized his recommendation for the outstanding moving
picture of 1951. This skit was a challenge to the imagination
of the audience.
Development of Skills . The first by-product of recrea-
tion, development of skills, can be realized in several fields
through the medium of television.
Prom the original afternoon "Kate Smith Show," the home-
maker often received instruction in flower arrangements, table
decorations, and other homemaking helps. The show has recent-
ly been cut for Kansas City viewers, however, and unrelated
vaudeville acts are just about all that remain of this program
which was voted the best daytime program of 1951.
Discussion techniques can be observed in such programs as
"Community Forum" and "Meet the Press". The development of
skill in group discussion is an aid to the individual not only
educationally but socially as well, and members of the family
c s.n learn through regular observation. "Meet the Press" was
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chosen the best educational program of 1951 and is popular
with older children as well as adults. Its educational
possibilities are limitless.
The televising of sports events indirectly helps to de-
velop certain skills, especially with the beginner; but the
teaching of skills in sports and recreational activities is
scarcely touched upon.
Development of Attitudes . Attitudes, desirable and unde-
sirable, can be indirectly developed through television pro-
grams. A healthy attitude toward family living is desirable,
and the family show, "Fairmeadows, U.S.A. "» accomplishes this
indirectly by showing the solidarity of family life. Attitudes
of cooperation, respect, and loyalty, taught through entertain-
ing episodes of family living, are more valuable than any
lecture by a specialist.
Good sportsmanship is another attitude which should be
developed, but the sportsmanship sometimes displayed in vari-
ous televised sports events is questionable. Youngsters will
never learn the fun of sportsmanlike playing by watching the
faked antics of professional wrestlers or from emulating the
tactics of underhanded advantage as practiced by the roller
skaters. John J. Considine, Superintendent of Detroit's Park
and Recreation Department, opposes such phony sports contests
and has said, "The things these clowns pass off as sport do
sore to teach children dirty playing than we can do to teach
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la clean sportsmanship."
Deve lopment of Appreciations. Television offers oppor-
tunity for the development of the appreciation of drama; and
Lnce study shows that dramas are most popular with the Kansas
5ity viewing audience, the programs of this type should be
evaluated. The three best dramatic programs of 1951 as chosen
by the fame poll are 'available to the Kansas City viewer.
"Studio One," "Television Playhouse," and "The Robert Montgom-
ary Program" rank one, two, three, respectively. Another
dramatic show of special merit is ''"Hall of Fame," which is
presented by Miss Sarah Churchill. The dramatic sketches on
this program are often historical and timely, many times in-
spirational. Some of the lives of famous people have been used
by Miss Churchill, including Dolly Madison, Florence Nightin-
gale, and the Englishwoman who founded the Girl Scouts. Her
programs are always in good taste. Occasionally books are
dramatized, and this could encourage individual or family read-
ing.
Family discussions as to the merits of plays will soon
- enable the members to recognize inferior presentations. They
would have recognized the slighting of morals in a certain
"Big Town" production, in which a sales girl stole a necklace,
yet remained the heroine of the story and unpunished. They
would have quickly agreed that the evening of horror and
crime plays over WDAF-TV leaves much to be desired. Special
"TV Programs and Youth," Recreation, June, 1951.
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.,. oculd help develop
appreciation of other qualities,
'
as dramatic plan,
production, and presentation.
th, development of an
appreciation of music can begin
. EUsic listening. If
children grow up within surround-
.. of good music, they will
more likely tend to appreciate
-
;i later lift! and adults
can learn to appreciate such
•c, toe, for through audio and
video aid it is easier than
, r before. A Kansas City'
viewer, after seeing the face and
; 3 of Arturo Toscanini directing
the N.B.C Symphony Grebes-
,
„ television, stated, "I have
seen tha backs of man, cou-
nters at concerts and the somewhat
self-conscious faces of
.ore at the movies. 'But never
until this morning did I hear
, ,ee music coming to life under the
hands of the maestro
I .self".
A program of classical music
recently made available to
bona City viewers is the "voice of Firestone,"
rated number
on. in its classification. The "Fred
Waring Show," rated
amber one in popular music, is very good family
entertain-
r.«t. The program material is in good taste,
presented in
reeh a way that the audience understands that
it has meaning
ar.d purpose.
Development of Knowledge . Most educators
agree that
television is potentially the most pov/erful
educational In-
strument yet devised. This is primarily because it
combines
1 Kansas City Star , January 13, 1952.
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I
sight and sound and does so in the intimate atmosphere of the
hone. To be really educational, however, a television program
must entertain. There are several programs on WDAF-TV which
demonstrate this principle.
"Today," a 2-hour early-morning "communications" program,
was launched on V/DAF-TV some time after the author's inter-
views with Kansas City families. The format of the program
depends largely upon news, but it is presented in various
y;ays and interspersed with entertainment. Dave Garroway acts
as its communicator* Its value to the American family is its
design for going-to-work and going-to-school viewers, rapidly
changing audiences. But should the housewife or shut-in de-
sire to see it in its entirety, the show is interesting enough
to hold such full-time attention.
Once a week in the late afternoon, "Zoo Parade" can bring
fascination to children and adults alike. Marlin Perkins,
director of the Chicago Park Zoo, conducts viewers on what is
essentially a private tour of one of the nation's great zoos.
The program is very entertaining and is also considered one
of the top educational features of the airwaves. Education
through entertainment is this program's chief value. It
could also encourage the choice of various forms of nature
study as hobbies.
"I'.eet the Press," voted the best educational program of
1951, offers the audience opportunity to gain knowledge on
various subjects, depending upon the guest for the day.
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Suggested Television Activities
for t^oToFferlngf LTshufof^T** " ^^there is nothing coca on L? °*t tba machine when
should remember that »?\JrJ Z a1so > an^ faml ly
activity W^pectator ac?iv??f °L^t klnd offun doing things together? tv can iTl tin ft*"?*because you can do practically nottiln* whJ? Slefprogram is on. 1 ^ ROini £ ile the
It M the contention of the author that television ean
serve the family a^ "rio-i^-tr . . ,n . doing" activity as well as spectator
activity. Prom th» f i a ,T j .
3 i ro e television studies set forth in this
thesis, certain reprAaffnn.i ±.. .c e tio al activities have been brought to
mind and are now suggested to the family.
Children's Play. RfcurHoo *,„
_
£± £
.
Studies have shown that the most avid
fans of television are children. Parents are concerned over
the long inactive hours they spend before a television set.
They have seen how it can be a master w«.. How can television
serve these children?
Children KelcoKe ne,- ideas for play and fun, and with alittle enoourasement fro,, parents they can discover that
"playing" ideas they viev; o- tei..,< •J - ., n television can be just as nuch
ft» as v,atchinC the,, ta 6Iaapl9 ^^ ^^ ^ ^
thesis of younEsters ?layinE co,-ecy right alonG ,ith the TV
-toys. They need little encouraSe,ent , after the proere, is
°ver, to go on with the care fh^^ig m themselves; but the spark of
enthusiasm was product hv **.«» *. -.P auced by the television show. Similarly,
~~i
' ~
Helen and Larry
.
Eisenb erg, The Family *i*• o7. t> J
_iiiz. f Pleasure Chest
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•lay i"-eas involving inter-planetary rocket ships, circuses,
*
and zoos can be encouraged, Children may also be inspired by
television's puppet characters to make their own plays modeled
after their favorite programs. This kind of activity turns
television into a creative experience. Some children are not
30 enterprising as others, however, and many times they need a
little encouragement from the parents.
After visiting the local television station, a Texas
youngster with his playmates constructed a "play" television
studio, complete with props and scenery. They used shoe boxes,
mop handles, even discarded cooking utensils, and had an en-
riching experience. They then proceeded to reproduce tele-
vision programs they had seen on their family sets.
-
Pre-schcol children could occasionally be entertained
with a television party, planned around a program such as
"Howdy Doody." A few neighbor children could be invited in
to see the television show. When it was over, the set would be
turned off and milk and cookies served. This would offer
early social training to the children, as they learn the re-
sponsibilities and techniques of entertaining.
Television Parties . There can be parties planned for
children and adults, as well as for the youngsters. A tele-
vision party might be planned around a certain program, such
as the ITCAA Basketball Tournament as discussed earlier in this
1 Henri Bob Hussell, "Television At Play," Recreation ,
-ovember, 1950, p. 342.
I
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In this case, a situation simulating as much as pos-
'. ?* the actual activity-~bleachers , cheer leaders, popcorn
dors, and cowbells—was set up. Other parties planned
.1 program themes might be V/ild West Parties, a Circus
-, or any theme of a particular drama to be televised. A
\-5vision party needs all the planning of a regular party,
n more. For it must be adapted to the TV program of the
retting, as well as to the interests of the guests. Invita-
; >ns can be sent, the room can be decorated a little, prizes
often desirable, and refreshments are almost a necessity.
Family television parties, as the term implies, would be
Strictly family affairs. An evening which offers programs of
!::terest to all members of the family would be selected. In
addition to refreshments and television viewing, certain
recreational activities could be adapted for the evening.
They might put on an "All Star Revue" of their own, or merely
include some of the following games:
Each guest is given a list of television stars and oppo-
site this list, in incorrect order, names of the shows of which
they are a part. This paper and pencil game would involve
pairing of the correct star with the television program in the
shortest time.
Another quiet game is Observation. This must be played
after a telecast. While the show is going on, the host se-
cretly writes down, things about the show—such as the spon-
sor, number of men and women in the show, how many commercials
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-eel, how many people sang, and so on. After the show,
•ot is turned off and the host asks the guests the pre-
i questions.
:;ore active is the garne of charades. If the group is
.:
, it can be divided into smaller groups and each one
&tizes a TV program. A small party might use the imper-
•Ion of television stars by Individual guests
^
Additional Activi ties . Many programs lend themselves to
tual participation by the audience. Members of the family
.
gather around the television set and play the game along
Lth the contestants in such programs as "Twenty Questions",
. tat's My Name?", and other quiz shows. Sometimes they can
oven perform the stunts in such programs as "Beat the Clock".
Following television information with map study can bo a
fascinating activity. For example, during newscasts of the
trar a person might mark on a map of the world movement of
troops or supplies. Or another might have the hobby of
studying weather and work out weather maps and predictions of
his own, while watching weather reports on television.
With so many discussion groups active on television pro-
Crams, families can be encouraged to form parlor forums of
their own as a follow-up to TV discussions. The problem could
be discussed in light of the family and new issues be raised.
These parlor forums could also choose subjects presented en
programs other than definite discussion programs. A dis-
cussion of techniques and strategy displayed in a basketball
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football game would interest the men and older children of
household. A little outside effort could also bring
athers into the discussion, for television can stimulate a
desire to learn more about such a subject. A radio television
company recognizes this and has issued a guide which gives a
; of background and the fundamental rules of seven sports
etimes produced on television. "Surveys have shown that
ny persons, particularly women, would enjoy sports more if
they really knew and understood them a little better. We
offer this sports guide strictly for the pleasure of the
amateur viewer." other discussions might involve the Inter-
pretations of a modern dance or the dramatic criticisms of a
clay.
Television can actively stimulate recreation by encour-
aging reading. A Family Reading 'Group might take advantage
of interest aroused in other members of the family when a
historical drama or the dramatic adaptation of a book is
televised. They could arrange the reading of the book or
play as a family group activity, or make arrangements to have'
the book available for individual enjoyment.
Housewives may choose to follow-up household hints
given over television programs. Clubs could be organized
i
%
or the purpose of exploring television suggestions— test-
ing the recipes, trying the labor-saving hints, making the
"Crosley TV Sports Guide," Avco Manufacturing Company.
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Le favors. Members of the club would meet later to dis-
-uss their finds, endeavoring to glean out the acceptable
Is to household management.
Another activity suggestion is the formation of a Family
Viewing Council. This is an opportunity for the parents to
help the children understand what is worthwhile in television--
T;hy the bad program is bad and good program good, how they can
vary their own viewing habits. A discussion about favorite
I
rograms helps to establish standards. When a person has to
explain why he likes a certain program, he begins to think a
little about it and develop definite criteria. Furthermore,
the encouragement of selective viewing will greatly increase
the pleasure and satisfaction received from the television
set.
Religion is merely touched upon in television programming
In Kansas City. This type of program could act as a valuable
inspiration for worship periods in the home. Certain members
of the family could be responsible for a scripture reading, a
prayer, a thought for the day, giving religion its proper
place in the home. "The family needs religion to draw it
together. A full life cannot be lived in any family where
religious practices are not a vital part of family life."
?ive minutes of religious programming per week is available
to Kansas City viewers.
p. 7.
' Helen and Larry Eisenberg, The ' Family Pleasure Chest ,
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Tiiis gross lack cf religious content suggests a final
television. activity, a community-wide project—the formation
of a television and radio council. Such a council would be
similar to the Family Viewing Council, but serve a larger area
and have for a major goal the betterment of television in the
community. It would be composed of parents, educators, relig-
ious leaders, and other interested persons and would view
programs regularly, circulating lists of the best available
programs. "Good programs will stay on the air only if there
is an audience for them." This was seen in Kansas City re-
cently when the "Arthur Godfrey Talent Show", with its com-
ments in poor taste, was replaced by a program of the classics,
"Voice of Firestone." Unfavorable listener response v/as re-
sponsible for this action. So much more could be accomplished
with an organized group. There are national groups in sev-
2
eral larger cities--Los Angeles, Detroit, Washington-- who
are working for the betterment of radio and television. But
careful thought should be given concerning group action in
regard to reference to higher authorities.' James A- V/ylie
has expressed such a word cf caution. He states that pro-
tests should not be made to federal authorities but directly
to the individual station and sponsor, where it is most ef-
fective. "Organizations which attempt to boycott programs
Josette Frank, "Is Television Good or Bad for Children?",
Soman's Home Compan ion , November, 1950.
~~
^"Everybody Wants to Clear Up TV,"
'
Pathfinder , December
12, 1951.
.--.- call attention to those that are net a force for the
1—witness censored movie J" Careful thought and planning
.Id be necessary in the formation of policies for such
a
•' P •
Servant or Master?
Television has a powerful impact on family living. Some
-aople advocate it as an invention of merit, a tool to happier
Living. Others condemn it as a menace to integrated develop-
:.z. What is the answer? Is television a servant of the
-
.' cily, or is it a master?
The answer seems to be an individual one. It depends upon
. the family uses the television medium.- If members of the
ally watch television all evening, waiting until the programs
ire over so they can go to bed, they leave the set exhausted,
- ctered by an ogre called television. If they force guests In
sir home to sit in mute silence, if the children stop enjoy-
,; Softball* if Father leaves his bowling team, if Mother
ver finishes that hooked rug, their living has been dominated
-7 cne type of entertainment. This miracle of entertainment
"•'-lei television can be a master.
Television can be a servant of the family. This can be
1 James A. V/ylie, "Television," Recreation, January,
G5
.
--.oiished in one of two major ways. The first is by recog*-
'-.•-- it as a type of spectator activity, one ingredient of a
--balanced recreation program. There are spectator values
television-viewing, and as long as the television does not
- ude other forms of creative entertainment it can serve as
tore activity of enjoyment to the family. This implies
• >»:. the family will advocate selective viewing. It may also
bhat they will want to set up certain time limits, if the
- >orted early excess in viewing does not decrease at its ncr-
.1 rate.
Even greater value in television can be received through
second method of making television a servant cf trie family*
. Lis is by using it as a springboard for other activities. It
a been shown that television programs can stimulate interest
tn various activities, thereby providing many values in addi-
tion to the spectator value. If television is used as a tool
r:
v
* social gatherings, discussions, and learning, it becomes
"ioing" activity, involving opportunities for development
'.". various skills, attitudes, knowledge, and appreciations.
STelavision is serving the members of the family by 'developing
individually more integrated personalities and collectively
sore solid family relationships.
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SUMMARY and conclusions
Summary
The purpose of this television study was to ascertain in-
ductively evidence of variation in (1) the television viewing
habits of the family and in *(2) the effects of television upon
recreation habits, as a permanent adjustment is made to the
presence of a television set in the home; ana (3) to determine
a recommended pattern for making television a tool for better
family living.
Before ansv/ers to the above objectives were sought, the
term "recreation" was defined and its importance in family liv-
ing established. With television Qualified as a recreation
activity, the author proceeded to a review of "previous liter-
j
ature, a study of 50 television-viewing families, and a con-
centrated viewing-schedule before the video screen.
The study set forth certain patterns of viewing in regard
tc viewing hours per day, selection habits, program choices,
and family uses. Due to conflicting and unreliable answers
eiven by the interviewed families, no facts concerning a varia-
tion due to the television adjustment period were established.
There is definite indication, however, that owners of long
standing choose their programs, thereby spending less time be-
fore the television screen,
j
'
Television's effects 'on other recreation activities were
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obtained. The interviewed families reported changes in
the
recreational habits since their purchase of television sets.
.in, quantitative differentials due to the time factor were
.
: t perceptible, but there is some indication that the degree
f these habit changes was in relation to length of set owner-
L'P-
The use of television as a tool for better family living
was discussed through selective viewing suggestions and through
television activities. It was shown that television can be a
servant of the family in two ways, (1) by recognizing it for
Its spectator values and preventing it from excluding other
activities necessary for a well-balanced recreation program,
and (2) by using it to stimulate other activities, such as
discussions, special parties, creative play, and hobby groups.
Conclusions drawn from these three areas, follow.
Conclusions
The conclusions which are concerned with television-view-
ing habits of the family are:
I. Television-viewers are critical of TV*
I
2. On the average, the family spends approximately ten
minutes viewing TV in the morning, one and one-half hours in
the afternoon, and four hours and ten minutes in the evening.
3. Families of the low-income group show a slightly
n'ighor average of viewing hours than do the other two income
groups.
4. In reporting charges in viewing habits since
t
first owned the set, most of the 48 per cent reported
5. Of those reporting decreases in viewing time
cent have owned sets over two years; only 25 per cent of I]
owning sets less than six months reported such a change.
6. There were 84 per cent of the families who repor
that thej refer to program listings regularly.
7. Both educational and entertainment programs are en-
joyed by 86 per cent of those interviewed.
8. Children's shews and. personality shows are the rac
popular afternoon programs.
9. Dramas, sports presentations, quiz shows, and news
telecasts are the most popular evening programs.
10. The number of shows available is comparable with the
reported choice of program, except for variety shows, which
are not so popular as their occurrence rating.
.11. Doing other things while watching TV is common to 31
per cent of the families. Sewing was the activity most often
reported.
12. Television is regarded as strictly a spectator activ-
ity by 82 per cent of the families.
The conclusions concerned with the effects of television
upon recreation habits are
:
1. 'Recreational activities most affected are radio listen-
ing, movie attendance, and "going out".
2. Recreational activities of a participating nature are
.
.
cted by television to only a small degree.
3. TV is a factor in keeping the family at home, accord-
• to 53 per cent of the families.
4. At least half of their TV watching time is done as a
jfisily group reported 88 per cent of the families.
5. Television can stimulate some recreational activities.
Conclusions which are concerned with making television a
tool for better family living are:
1. Television is a form of spectator recreation.
2. Individuals and families need a well-balanced program
"icreation for complete living.
3. Spectator appreciation is only one ingredient of a
'•"l-balanced program of recreational activities.
4. Specific TV programs offer opportunities for spectator
Jajoyment, participation, and development of various skills,
"•'--itudes, appreciations, and knowledge.
5. Television can stimulate additional recreational
•tivities--in children's play, television parties, end various
-'smily and community activities.
6. Television can be a servant to the family in one of
«*o ways: (1) by recognizing it as a spectator activity,
iking it only one part of a balanced program so that other
--sirable recreation activities are not excluded, or (2) by
<3^ng television as a springboard for other activities, there-
-"-' providing opportunities for full physical, mental, and social
development •
With this sura-nary and set: of conclusions, the study is
brought to a close. As with any. inductive approach, conclu-
sions reached are subject to severe analyses. Therefore, the
author v/ishes to emphasize that no sweeping observations of
television-viewing habits can be made from those obtained in
the survey; also, no real induction can be made concerning
the effects of television upon recreation habits as the per-
manent adjustment to television is made in the heme. The prin-
cipal contribution of this study seems to be the recommended
living pattern for television owners; that is, selection of
TV programs capable of providing desirable spectator response,
and the v^e of TV programs to stimulate various activities
which can meet the recreation*"! •n&^r"-^ of the Ind^v-t r)«ai or---1
of the family. It is submitted as an area for future study.
'
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SURVEY ON TELEVISION
—
,-o
••• is composed of two parts—the first part is concerned with the
bits of the television owner, the second part with television's effect
treatioral habits of the family.
Viewing Habits
9 you have a television set in working order?
I, {'? "yes") How long has your farily owned this set 7
less than 6 months
6 months to a year
°ver 1 year to 2 years
Over 2 years to 3 years"
Over 3 years
.
Do you have a radio in working order?
.
Do you usually read a newspaper?
1. (If "yes") Is there a listing of TV programs in the paper?
Yes No
_
___
Don't know
a. (If -yes" to Cl) How often do you refer to the program listings
in the newspapers?
Every day
2 to 3 tines a week
Less than that
Seldom or never
2. (If "yes" to C) Is there r. special column in the paper which pives
you news and gossip about TV 7 Yes No Don't know
a. (If "yes" to C?) How often do you read this column? ~
^very day
_
2 to ? times a week
Less than that
Seldom or never
• -;0 you read any magazines regularly?
1. (If "yes") Is there a TV column in anv of your magazines?
Yos
*
To Dcn't know
a. (If "yes" to Dl) How often do you read this column?
Every day
2 to 3 times a week
Less than that
Seldom or never
•a you ever feel like criticizing
• '"hen you read your newspaper?
lTien you see a movie?
'-"hen you listen to the radio?
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hen-you watch television 9
____ _
*
1. (Tf "yes ,; ) ,That ere some of your main criticisms of television?
Advertising, commarcials
Personality rhows „
Variety shows
,_.
News tolocr.st3
Sports
Quia shows
Disc Jockey shows •
_
Children's shows
Vystery end crime plays
Connlete drcrcaa (not iynt)
Discission;-; end forums
"omc^eking programs
Religious programs
.
Hillbill** and western s^ovs
_
Others
General criticism
Nothing in particular
'-. the average ueelz day, about how many hours do you spend watching TV?
Afternoon Evening
,
don't listen
•
'.o 15 minutes
to ?.0 rdnutes
3 to 60 minutes
r 1 hour to 2 hours
r 2 hours to 3 hours
r 3 hours to 4- hours
r /, hour e to 5 hours
r 5 hours to 6 hours
1 :• 6 hours
• •
- •
• • • •-.
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • •
• • •
• •
.
• *
veur listening fattern changed since you first became a regular TV
riever1
:
. (If "yes ,:T" How'
•tv usually robe c; suecial effort to find out about now programs on
-'•vision' :es No Don't know
'
v
'o you usually learn about new television programs? *
?woerc
v? dialing
'"
taion announcements
T
--'rz iofl relatives
-ires
_ _____
.
*
"- find" nut
«v
•—
-n one answer uerudtted
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A. Here's a set of c rds listing different kinds of television programs.
Would you Eind looking through those cards, and telling ne the typos
of programs **ou like to watch in the daytime?
3, Now which t'Tcs of programs there do you like to listen to in the
evenine?
Mews tclecr.sts
Sports presentations
ForsonoJ.it"' shows
Varietv shovs
Children's shows
Ouiz and audience participation
isc jockey thn0W£
Fystsr" and crime dramas
Complete drar-^s (other than rr st)
Discussions and forums
Special everts
Homer ?.king programs
"el igious nrogrcr-s
Hillbillv and western urograms
aft: EVEFING
''hich one of these statements best describes the way you yourself use
television?
A. I watch television mostly for the entertainment and. very seldom watch
serious or educational programs.
P. I like to watch both serious and entertainment programs and I'm
satisfied with what I pet now.
C. I like to va":'c!: both serious and entertainment programs, and I wish
there were more serious programs,
_
D, I don-t know.
"bile watching television, do you or others in ycur family sometimes
engage in othor activities?
flf "yes*!
Sew
Read
Bomemaking tasks
Homework (school or business)
^ntortain friends
Other activities
Of course, most people who have TV sets uso them primarily as spectator
activity. Does your fanrilv use television in an--- other way—as a tool
?or other activities"
'If "yes ,! ) How7
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Television's Fffects on Recreation
'bout bo%» often did vou end others in your faF-ily participate in the
folJovinp activities prior to the purchase of your television sot?
•'.-•
r: those ha 1 " its charged 9
"yes") How'
Participation Participation
Activity Before TV Today
•
i nd movies
Veer"' books
Head newspapers
listen to the radio
Attend theater and concerts
Attend socrts events
1 ^sten to record;
Fntertain at hone
tlay cards
rPo orxt"
r- 4..
HtahiM.
-5-
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..-!• of the family';- television-watching time is spent w.ith the family
I
- down together?
,it all
rs Jittlo
.1 half the tJbne
.• the tine
f the time
•
•- fce3 that yovr tarily stays at home more, less, or the sane now that
. y, vc a television set in your hone 7
Less The same
vt.« eive any additional specific examples of television's effects on
r creational ha'bits of. members of your family?
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It has been' said that the advent
of the automobile broke
the home, that television is reestablishing
these home
, flS There are, however, those who question
whether a family,
aped in silence around a television set, is in
any true
sense favorably affected in terms of
family relations. There
are those who vender if it is desirable
recreation, or if it
La stifling the more constructive
recreational interests. The
concern of the American public is television's effect
upon the
family, of the possible controls of such a device.
Television:
>rvant or master of the family?
Statement of the Problem
-
It is the purpose of this study to ascertain inductively
evidence of variation in (1) the television viewing habits .
of the family and in (2) the effects of television upon recre-
ation habits, as a permanent adjustment is made to the pres-
ence of a television set in the home; and (5) to determine
a recommended pattern for making television a tool for better
family living.
General Method
Before answers to the above objectives were sought, the
term "recreation" was defined and its importance in family
living established. V/ith television qualified as a recrea- .
*
tion activity, the author proceeded to a review of previous
literature, a study of 50 television-viewing families in
Kansas City, and a concentrated viewing-schedule before the
video screen.
Conclusions
The conclusions are grouped under the three major objec-
tives of the study, as set forth in the statement of the prob-
lem. Those concerned with the television-viewing habits of
the family are:
1. Television-viewers are critical of TV.
2. on the average, the family spends approximately ten
minutes viewing TV in the morning* one and one-half hours in
the afternoon, and four hours and ten minutes in the evening.
3. Families of the low-income group shew a slightly high-
er average of viewing hours than dc the other two income
groups
.
4. In reporting changes in viewing habits since they
first owned the set, most of the 48 per cent reported decrease:
5. Of those reporting decreases in viewing time, 80 per
cent .have owned sets over two years; only 25 per cent of those
owning sets less than six months reported such a change.
'6. There were 84 per cent of the families who reported
that they refer to program listings regularly.
7. Both educational and entertainment programs are en-
jcyed by 85 per cent of those interviewed.
8. Children's shows and oersonality shows are the most
ular afternoon programs.
9. Dramas, sports presentations, quiz shows, and news
leasts are the most popular evening programs.
10. The number of shows available is comparable with the
reported choice of program, except for variety shows, which are
v so popular as their occurrence rating.
11. Doing other things while watching TV is common to 51
cent of the families. Sewing was the activity most often
reported.
IS. Television is regarded as strictly a spectator
Lvity by 82 per cent of the families.
The conclusions concerned with the effects of television
>n recreation habits are:
1. Recreational activities most affected are radio
listening, movie attendance, and -"going out."
2. Recreational activities of a participating nature
are affected by television to only a small degree.
5. TV is a factor in keeping the family at home, accord-
ing to 58 per cent of the interviewed families.
4. At least half of their TV watching time is done as a
family group reported 88 per cent of the families.
5. Television can stimulate some recreational activi-
Conclusions which are concerned with making television a
'^oi for better family living are:
1. Television is a form of spectator recreation.
2. Individuals and families need a well-balanced program
,f
recreation for complete living.
o. Spectator appreciation is only one ingredient of a
ill-balanced program of recreational activities.
4. Specific TV programs offer opportunities for spectaror
j
yment, participation, and development of various skills,
bitudes, appreciations, and knowledge.
5. Television can stimulate additional recreational
tivities—in children's play, television parties, and various
: tally activities.
6. Television can be a servant to the family in one of
ways: (1) by recognizing it as a spectator activity, mak-
ing it only one part of a balanced program so that other de-
Lrable recreation activities are not excluded, or (2) by
. television as a springboard for other activities, there-
roviding opportunities for full physical, mental, and
'
.1 development.
As with any inductive approach, conclusions reached are
Ject to severe analyses. Therefore the author wishes to
lire that no sweeping observations of television-view-
its can be made from those obtained in the survey;
• no real induction can bo made concerning the effects
•vision is made in the home. The outstanding contri-
af this study seems to be the recommended viewing
for television owners, that is, selection of TV pro-
~Ie of providing desirable spectator response, and
•.
•
.
'
•.'the use of TV programs to stimulate various activities which
err. meet the recreational needs of the individual and of the
